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Contents Of The Memory Map:
The memory map of each functional group comes with three itineraries.
Item No 1: Detailed Explanation Containing Memory Map: Where the
concepts are explained in a detailed manner to understand the concepts
better. This will usually take 15-25 minute of time for each memory map. This
Detailed explanation Memory map helps the student to learn the concepts in
an interesting and effective way. Makes the concepts easier to understand
and remember.

Item No 2: Rapid Revision Memory Map: Where the concepts learnt in details
for 15-25 minutes of time will be revised within 3-4minutes of time. This Rapid
Revision Memory map helps the student to revise multiple times within short
time span.

Item No 3: Question Bank: This contains questions from the question bank
of Commisionerate of PU Board

along with the questions which has

appeared in Previous years board exams in the concerned concepts. This
will expose the student to type of questions that might be asked in the board
exam, with the number of marks specification and also the method of

answering to the questions as per the scheme of valuation. Thus, when the
student is exposed to answer as per scheme of valuation obviously the
scores are bound to increase.
Thus learning is complete, in-depth, easier, effective & with definite success.

Information about the Usage Of Memory Map:
Step: 1: The student after purchasing the memory map will receive the login
name & password thro’ the registered email id. The student after logging on
to our website with this login credentials can start using the memory map for
learning.

Step: 2:

The student is advised to go through first with the detailed

explanation memory map where the concepts are made very clear. The
student can go through this detailed explanation memory map as many
number of times as the student wishes. This makes the concept
understanding clear and perfect.

Step: 3: After completing the practice with the detailed explanation memory
map the student should go through the Rapid Revision Memory Map. This
memory map helps the student to remember the concepts clearly and the
student becomes perfect with the concepts with repeated practice of this
Memory Map.

Step: 4:

The final step will be to go through the question bank from

commisionerate of PU Board & Previous Years Board exam in addition to
Most likely questions. This will help the student to prepare for answering
questions markswise & also as per scheme of valuation.

Ste p: 5: The student should go through the next memory map of the same
lesson for complete lesson understanding & should repeat the process
explained in Steps 1, 2, 3 & 4.

Who Can Purchase This Memory Map?
Any Science Student of II PUC/Class 12

who wants to score high

percentage of marks in board exams & top ranking in CET can purchase this
Memory Map.

How to Purchase This Memory Map?
Very simple, first the student should decide which lesson to buy. Then the
student has to deposit that lesson price amount either by net banking or
through money transfer to our
SBI Savings Bank Account No:20020031821
Name Of the Account Holder: Dr. Devadatta S.V
Branch : ISRO Layout Branch
IFSC Code:SBIN0011351 (used for RTGS, IMPS and NEFT transactions)
MICR Code: 560002118
Bangalore.

What is cost of the Memory Map?
In order to help the students community these Memory Maps are priced very
low so that it is easily affordable by all the students.

The following table gives a clear idea about the same:
Sl. No.

Name Of The Lesson

Number Of

Cost

Memory Maps
1.

Haloalkanes & Haloarenes

13

2.

Alcohols, Phenols & Ethers

25

3.

Aldehydes, Ketones &

32

₹325/₹550/₹800/-

Carboxylic Acids
4.

Amines
Total

8
78 maps

₹200
₹1875/-

Special Discount Early Bird Offer is going on for all the bookings
done on or before 15th Jan 2017 for complete package of the
above mentioned organic chemistry lessons it is priced at Just
₹1200/- only (One thousand two hundred rupees only)
Student savings: ₹675/For the bookings made after 15th Jan 2017 till 21st Jan 2017 the
offer price will be ₹1400/-(One thousand four hundred rupees
only)
Student savings: ₹475/After 21st Jan 2017 the price will be ₹1875/-

